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t
PREFACE

At the outset of this thesis certain matters should be stated

and explained for the purpose of fully understanding the following pages.

Although the most objective viewpoint is sought throughout this paper,

common sense warns this goal cannot be totally achieved. With this

realistic spirit then, let me explain my personal perspective of politics

for those brief moments when I stray into subjective analysis.

The most prevailing tenet of my perspective of politics is a

deep distrust of most accumulated knowledge in western history. This

distrust is not rooted in whether this knowledge is credible or not credible,

provable or not provable, true or not true, but whether it is the product

of a natural, free, and open thought process. , Tragically, most of western

thought has been neither natural, free nor open, but rather a malignity

caused by mesmerized societies that have indulged in genocide, belli

gerency, pollution, prejudice, and many more injustices to mankind.

Contemporary man must realize his predicament and literally erase not

the past, but the way he thinks of the past and the way he thinks about the

present. He must cleanse his thought processes by trying to understand
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the motives of his actions and he must trace his mental lineage back to

a natural, free and open origin.

W Certainly not all of western civilization is to be distrusted;

some products appear to this writer to be acceptable. However, when 

seen in the light of the whole, it appears that this culture still waits for

the birth of wonder.

A second tenet of my perspective of politics is a denial of
- '' \ '■

the western notion that politics should be looked at in relation to the

maintenance of order. It is precisely notions like this that have con

tributed to the dehumanization of man. The concept of order has been

so infected by industrial and technical advancement that man is now treated

as a programmed entity who must react uniformly to a given stimuli, namely

the institutions of politics. Man must abdicate this maintenance of order

viewpoint of politics and create a perspective that sees people and treats

them as people. Politics must be looked at in relationship to the ability

to care for one another, thus moving towards a brotherhood community.

A third prevailing tenet of my perspective of politics deals

with one of the basic diseases of western civilization, that being the

competitive ethic. An ethic that has used many changing means, such

as the city-state, feudalism, monarchism, and the nation-state, but has

always had the same end--greed. This ethic and the societies it has

helped develop have contaminated almost all of man’s life style. So that 

today we must refuse this ethic and create a new life style based on co

operation and understanding for the benefit of all mankind. A life style
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that will not allow means and ends to be separated.

A final tenet of my perspective of politics, which I hesitate 

to mention, is my stand on the current military conflict in Vietnam. I

hesitate because I feel this matter is secondary to my perspective of

politics and secondary to the subject matter in this paper. However, 

it will undoubtedly be mentioned in one way or another so I will briefly

outline my stance. It seems to me that we find ourselves in Vietnam 

because of four main and prevalent foreign policy errors we have made

in the past 25 years. First, the United States has relied on a mystique

of military power in international affairs rather than on economic, social,

political, and military persuasion. Second, the United States has formed

foreign policy to meet its vision of a unified, monolithic, international

communistic conspiracy that has never existed. Third, the United States

has been too rigidly anti-communist in its foreign policy. And fourth,

the United States has terribly exaggerated the possible American role

in bringing about desirable social changes in other countries.

As for Vietnam itself, it seems to me we are participating in

a war (not merely a conflict) that has not been declared a war, thus an

undemocratic war. I also feel this war was not undertaken as a last

resort after all other avenues to a just solution were made and that at

certain times weapons and strategies have been used that have not dis

criminated between combatant and noncombatant personnel and areas.

In conclusion, the purpose of this preface has been to help

in understanding this thesis. It is true that my perspective of politics
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reeks with contemporary backlash theory, but let it be clearly understood

that I do not hold this viewpoint as absolute nor do I hope it will be; it is
♦

merely a summation of my perspective at this time (September, 1969).

C*
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"If all mankind minus one, were of one opinion, and only one person

were of the contrary opinion, mankind would be no more justified in 

silencing that one person, than he, if he had the power, would be justifie 

in silencing mankind .... If the opinion is right, they are deprived

of the opportunity of exchanging error for truth; if wrong, they lose,

what is almost as great a benefit, the clearer perception and livelier

impression of truth, produced by its collision with error. "
fci

John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (1859)
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INTRODUCTION

President Kennedy once said that when he entered the White

House he expected that his most difficult task would be making decisions

between right and wrong. To his surprise this was not as challenging as

he had imagined. What was far more perplexing and burdensome was

the constant need to choose between two alternatives, neither of which

was desirable.

In domestic and personal affairs too, the decision, whatever

it is, may not be a satisfactory solution, but rather the lesser of two

evils. Yet it must be made, for the realities of life are often too com

plex for the neat pattern of a choice between good and evil. The follow

up to this predicament, that we are required to make the better of two

unpleasant choices, is that we must frequently adjust conflicting ideals

so that one is not compromised by the other. This is the constant pre

occupation of law. That is why the law is so inexact and contentious a

"science" or rather why it is an art rather than a science. Chief Justice

Charles Evans Hughes realized this when he warned never to expect the

Court to rise to the icy stratosphere of certainty.
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Is there anything more mysterious than human judgment?

The logical or illogical processes by which one person decides that some- 

thing is right, while another says it is wrong, have been the subject of 

centuries of philosophical speculation. That is why there are dissenting

opinions in our highest courts.

There is no instrument, and there never will be, which can

. render moral or artistic judgments. The reason, of course, is that

the standards by which they are evaluated depend on sensitive factors

of conscience, religion, ethics, taste, and experience, all as variable

as the individual. If we ever create such a judgment computer, it could

never provide a universal perspective. Each machine would respond to

values fed into it by the individual programmer. Perspective is probably
"I

the most important word here, or anywhere for that matter. It often
/

provides the explanation for conduct, which to some is justified and even 
1

noble, while to others is unwarranted and even unscrupulous. ~

This, then, is the interpretive aspect of law: the philoso

phical approach which gives values to differences of fact. It can be seen

in all forms of laws and illustrations abound in thousands of involved

situations. I shall deal in this thesis with only one of them -- the law

on conscientious objection.

In the following pages I will attempt to-follow the political

structure and process of conscientious objection as it has developed

in the United States from colonial times to the present. It is truly a

record of the conflict of ideals -- the individual's belief that he must
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not violate the voice of his conscience or the word of God, and the

State's assertion that it must preserve its own viability, by force of

arms when need be, and that this heavy burden is for all citizens-to 

share . . . . ^

At this point let me briefly interject a few background

notes which will help the reader emerge into the subject matter.

Like most things, there are many varying degrees of con

scientious objectors. Some are known as non-violent soldiers, some

as pacifist, some as absolutist, some do not eat meat of any kind,

some do not vote in political elections, and some do not pay military

taxes. However, for our purpose the conscientious objector can be

defined as an individual whose conscience prompts him to oppose war

and refuse to take up arms. The notion of conscience, the prompting

force in this refusal, is perhaps the most important concept in this

study. This notion goes back to the ancient Greeks, who defined it

more or less as god's voice to man. The evildoer performed his

crimes and the voice of the gods would follow him everywhere as his

punishment. The Biblical notion of conscience is somewhat related

to this: "He who acts out of inner conviction has a pure heart and will 

3
see God" (Mt. 12:34). The Stoics invested the word with a different

meaning. They held that the faculty of reason dictates the proper choices

for a man to make. This meaning was developed by Immanuel Kant, who

wrote of the "categorical imperative" forcing man to fulfil his highest 

4duty regardless of the suffereing it may involve. It might be said that
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today, in the vernacular, conscience simply is a sense of what is 

right or wrong in one's conduct or motives, impelling one toward 

right action: Let your conscience be your guide. To be sure, the 

term is loosely employed, but we will soon see however, as much as 

the nation's laws have changed, the individual's plea not to be constrained 

to war against his conscience has remained constant.

Conscientious objection through the course of history

has been based upon many principles, generally religious, philosophi-

, cal or politico-economic. The early Jews are known to have refused

to bear arms for religious reasons. Christianity during the first
J

three centuries after Jesus Christ refused to condone violence, war,

or coercive action by civil power also on religious grounds. The

i
two Canons of Hippolytus in the middle of the third century are clear

5
evidence of the presence of this stern discipline in the early Church.

After Constantine's acceptance of Christianity through the Edict of

Milan in the fourth century, most Christians- began to subscribe to

the belief that some wars were just. The culmination of this belief

is seen in the thirteenth century when St. Thomas Aquinas set forth
■

his theory on war. It states for a war to be just it must, first, be

waged by a proper authority, that is, a government rather than a

band of robbers. Second, it must be waged for a just cause, for

example, to defend a nation's rights.or to punish evil rulers. There

must be reasonable hope for success and reasons to expect that a
■ ’ .... ' ■ - .'. ■ . . ■ . ■ ' ■ . ■

successful war will leave matters better than they were before the war.
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And third, it must be waged with good intentions; the long-range goal

must be a just peace rather than military glory. Moreover, the

means used must be proportional to the need; no unnecessary suffering

may be inflicted on enemy soldiers and non-combatants may not be 

6directly attacked as a military target.

Through the Middle Ages then it was minority groups, 

such as the Albigenses, Waldenses, and Bohemian Brethren that

nourished the older pacifist tradition until the Reformation, with the

Anabaptists perpetuating it during that period. Ever since, some 

Christians for religious reasons have preached and practiced pacifism

and conscientious objection to participation in war. Prominent among

these are the Mennonites, the Church of the Brethren, and the Quakers,

all of which arose in Europe and later emigrated in sizable numbers

to North and South America, and especially the United States. Other

religious groups holding like views include the Molokani and the

Dukhobors, who brought their dogmas from Russia to the United States

and Canada; the Schwenkfeldians; the Moravians; and the more recently-

founded Christadelphians, Seventh-Day Adventists, Oxford Group

(Moral Rearment), and Jehovah's Witnesses (Watch Tower Movement).

Members of this latter sect have in the twentieth century furnished

a high percentage of conscientious objectors in the United States.

While conscientious objectors on the-grounds of religious belief

have been drawn mainly from "peripheral" groups, some are

nevertheless to be found among every Protestant denomination
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and also Roman Catholics and Jews.

We should now be ready to begin our formal political

analysis of conscientious objection in the United States, keeping in

mind that the conscientious objector is neither a new nor an unknown

phenomenon to the history of our western heritage but rather a con

stant enduring both city-state and nation-state alike.
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W PART ONE:

THE TRADITION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

The Colonial Period

The first conscientious objectors in America were members

of the Quakers who arrived here in 1656. Other religious sects whose

principles forbade them the use of arms in warfare soon followed,

including the Amish and Hutterites in 1683, and the Brethren (some- 

8
times called Dunkards) in 1719, none of these following sects however

compared in the total impact as did the Quakers on colonial life.

When looking at the Quakers, certain notions should be 

clearly understood. It is generally mistaken that the Quakers have

something of the benign character of the man pictured on the Quaker

Oats box, and many identify this sect with being introversive. Far 

from separating themselves from the world, the first Quakers es

tablished one important colony and were influential members of

legislatures in several others. The colonies were so deeply affected

by the Quakers that one cannot understand colonial history apart

from some reference to this faith. Not only was Pennsylvania
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established as a Quaker experiment in government; Quakers' influence 

was earlier significant in at least three other colonies. In Rhode

Island, Quaker governors held office for thirty-six successive terms.

Robert Barelay, the greatest of the early Quaker thinkers, was ap

pointed the first governor of East Jersey. In North Carolina with

a Quaker, John Archdale, as Governor, Quakers controlled at one

time half of all the seats in the Assembly. To further understand the

Quakers' total impact, we find that the Quakers had produced by 1715,

about 2, 750 tracts and were responsible for at least 25, 000 printed
(>

pages. It is important to note, these early writings are marked

9
not by a mood of quiet contemplation, but by confidence and gusto.

What exactly did the Quakers contribute to the new colonies?

In regard to our study of conscientious objection, Quakerism, like

many of the heterodox Protestant sects, helped to form a concept of

individualism. The early Quakers were bold religious innovators

who dissented not only from the ancient church of Christendom but

also from the major stream of the seventeenth century British

Protestant tradition. Whereas Catholicism had maintained that the

church is the defining authority of religious faith and orthodox

Protestantism had identified the Bible as the ultimate basis, Quakers

discovered this same authority in the voice or the spirit within each

individual man and woman. There was, to be sure, an important

corporate side to early Quakerism in this country, but in the end

Quakerism held that the individual must make his own decision as
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to how he should exemplify his faith in everyday life. Thus the Quakers 

contributed to the individualism which has constituted so important 

a note in both the religious and social heritage of American culture.

As is the fate of most extremists, the Quakers were

persecuted throughout the colonies from Massachusetts to Virginia.

They were considered by many as heretics and blasphemers, free

thinkers who would be subversive to law and order. In spite of

whippings and executions, the Quakers maintained the ways of their

church, and the injunctions to "lerne or practice" war. On this

point the testimony of one early Quaker reads as follows:

as a religious society, we have ever held forth (that) 
the Gospel dispensation was introduced for completing the 
happiness of mankind by taking away the occasion of strife, 
constrained from promoting or joining in wars and 
fightings: and when laws have been made to enforce 
our compliance contrary to the conviction of our conscience, 
we have thought it our duty patiently to suffer though we 
have often been grievously oppressed.

It was this ideal, opposition of war prompted by individual

conscience, that caused the Quakers and other similar sects most of

their persecutions. For it came into direct conflict with another ideal

termed, oddly enough, antimilitarism, which was also held by many

colonists. This ideal or tradition was likewise a carryover from

Great Britain, the homeland of the thirteen American colonies.

England was of all the European nations the most favorably

situated for the development of a strong antimilitarist tradition. In

comparison with the powers on the Continent, she was practically

free from the danger of invasion and the consequent need to maintain
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a large army. The backbone of the English military organization vzas 

not a standing army but the ancient militia, descended from the days 

of Alfred the Great. This militia was purely a local and defensive 

force, in which, by the time of the seventeenth century, all Englishmen 

owed their nominal and infrequent service as compulsory duty.

Unlike a regular army, the militia could not easily be used to under-

take a war of conquest or to suppress domestic discontent among a

great body of the people. The effort of the English Stuart kings to

raise an army for such purposes succeeded only in touching off a

stream of disapproval and helping to provoke an open revolt.
■

The English aversion to military service had been 

strengthened during the seventeenth century when war and civil

I* f
strife absorbed much of the time and energy of the English people.

/
Colonists during this period also lived in an environment of war and

violence, and they were as little inclined as their English cousins to

accept a military pattern of life or to spend overmuch of their time 

13in training or preparation. While military experience of a sort 

was gained in fighting the Indians, this sporadic frontier strife did 

not result in the establishment of a standing army of professional

soldiers. The colonists, already accustomed to the use of weapons,

had little time or inclination for unnecessary training. The scarcity 

of labor, coupled with the need of hard work to survive the wilderness,

contributed to the development of a type of colonial economy in which

14an elaborate military organization had no place. However, most
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colonists did abide by and subscribe to the principle that every able- 

bodied citizen was obligated to keep himself armed and ready to fight 

the common foe with his neighbors, when the occasion demanded.

Between 1607, when America's first permanent settle

ment was established at Jamestown, and 1775, when the first guns

of the American Revolution were fired, there were more than 650 
- - rw‘.

laws and ordinances passed by the colonies and their political sub

divisions providing for conscription in one form or another. Typical

of these laws is the following, enacted by the Plymouth Colony during 

the 1633-44 session of the General Court. It states: "That all & every 

pson within the colony be subjest to such military order for tray 8c

exercise of arms as shall be thought meet, agreed on, 8; prescribed

"I 15
by the Gov 8c Assistant. "

Military service, then, was required of ail able-bodied

male colonists, but the training days were so few that there was

little interruption of normal peace time pursuits. In Massachusetts,

for example, after 1679 the number of training days was reduced from

16 '' 
six to four. The colonial militia laws, and the compulsory service

they enacted, were designed to meet the occasional emergency of an

Indian raid rather than a long, drawn-out war. Colonial militia

service thus differed from modern military conscription, and instead

of fostering a military tradition it seems to have had the opposite 

effect, n

This tradition is.important not only because the early
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Quakers opposed it but because it laid the foundation for future con

scientious objection against national conscription acts. It is also

important because of the fact that the present selective service system 

points to this antimilitarism tradition as its historical origins; 

obviously their perspective is different than mine, they refer to

this tradition as a military one.

Getting back to the colonial period, how well did the
A-.-'

pacifist religions fare in their refusal to joint the local militias ?

As has been stated, they suffered gravely. Virginia legislators,

finding that "divers refractory persons" refused to attend the militia

exercises in 1666, inflicted a fine of a hundred pounds of tobacco for

each offense. In 1711, Quakers wrote home to England that one of

their numbers had been imprest to make fortifications, and was

imprisoned for his refusal. In due time, however, their stead

fastness won them grudging recognition from some colonial legislatures,

which generally permitted them exemptions from military duty.

Massachusetts in 1661, Rhode Island in 1673, and Pennsylvania in

1757 relieved all men of conscientious scruples from the necessity

of bearing arms.

As events led the colonists towards the French and Indian

War, members of the peace sects were usually required to hire

militia substitutes; and when they refused to pay for substitutes,

as often they did, their property was taken to cover the amount in

question. Virginia passed militia laws in 1756 whereby every
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*

twentieth man was sent to fight under "colonel Washington. " Seven

Quakers were carried to the frontier, but when they would not fight,

they were sent home. Washington did no.t forget the stubborn Quakers 

18when he met them again some twenty years later in the Revolution.

The Revolutionary Period
— - '

One of the first acts of the Constitutional Congress was

passage of a measure which recommended to inhabitants of the United

English Colonies that all able-bodied, effective men, between 16 and

• ■ • ■ £(' . . . • ■ "1 ■ ■
50 years of age be formed into companies of the militia. This re

affirmation of the citizens' obligation to bear arms was made on

19July 18, 1775. In light of this act it can easily be understood that

the Quakers and other pacifist groups found themselves once again

in difficult straits. They did not support the principles of revolution,

and their countrymen bitterly accused them of being ^Loyalists and

traitors. Nevertheless the Quakers were sharp spoken in their

opinions: . »• .

We did not approve the proceedings of the British
Ministry, which irritated the Americans; we thought them
ill-advised and . . . wicked; we would have joined with
our fellow-citizens in peaceful legal resistance to them
and suffered . . . for the principles of liberty and justice.
But we do not believe in revolution and we do net believe
in war .... We are out of the whole business and will 

?0give aid and comfort to neither party.

It was again this outspoken steadfastness that prompted

the Continental Congress to suggest to the states that those people,
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who, from religious principles, cannot bear arms in any case be 

21asked to contribute other types of service. This suggestion reads

M as follows:

As there are some people who from religious prin
ciples cannot bear arms in any case, this Congress 
intends no violence to their conscience, but earnestly 
recommends it to them to contribute liberally, in this 
time of universal calamity, to the relief of their dis
tressed Brethren in the several colonies, and to do 
all other services to their oppressed country, which 
they can consistently with their religious principles.

The Virginia Declaration of Rights, drafted by George
%

Mason, made note of this suggestion and included a similarly 

worded resolution. The New York Constitution in 1777 exempted

Quakers from militia duty upon the payment of a fee, and the New 

Hampshire Constitution of 1784 provided in its Bill of Rights that

"no person who is conscientiously scrupulous about the lawfulness

of bearing arms, shall be compelled thereof, provided he will pay 

23an equivalent. "

In Philadelphia the "contribution" for conscientious

objectors was fixed at two pounds and ten shillings annually, and

this modest sum was raised from time to time. In this period, then,

conscientious objectors were expected to contribute goods and 

24
supplies to the troops and since many felt they could not sell to

the army, they would sometimes merely give produce away.

Many Quakers, however, flatly refused to pay any

equivalent for military service, holding this procedure just as
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offensive to their conscience as direct military service. A letter

from one colonial Quaker reads as follows:

To tax a man for not doing a particular service, 
which his conscience forbids him to do, in order to 
make up for omission, is as unreasonable, as it 
would be to extra-tax the members of a community, 
who possess one kind of property, to make contribution 
equivalent to that, which the public coffers receive 
from these who possess another kind of property.

1
As the Revolution wore on and the difficulty of financing 

military campaigns strained the tempers of the colonists, protests

began to mount against the leniency shown to those with conscientious

scruples against fighting. Quaker barns were objects of foragin

parties of both the British and the American troops. "From John

Feree four horse creatures, thirteen cattle, seven and a half

bushels of corn, two stacks of oats, and one.stack of do. , and one

of hay.

In a few cases, conscientious objectors were taken away

bodily by the Revolutionary Army as it grew'more hard pressed for

men. In 1777 fourteen Quakers were taken from their homes and

brought to Washington's camp at Valley Forge. Muskets were tied

on their backs, but they refused to betray their "testimony" or

their scruples. When Washington heard of the arrival of the Quakers,

he ordered them sent home as he had done some twenty years ago 

27in the French and Indian War.

The Founding Fathers
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At the close of the American Revolution many new Americans

were tired and averted to war and any form of military institution.

This was vividly seen by the fact that several states ratified the Con

stitution only after resolutions or amendments calling for changes in

some of the clauses pertaining to military affairs were adopted. New

Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, and Rhode Island all urged

that some limits be placed upon the power of Congress to raise a 

standing army in the time of peace. North Carolina and Rhode Island 

in identical resolutions also suggested that any person religiously 

scrupulous of bearing arms ought to be exempted, upon payment of 

an equivalent, to employ another to bear arms in his stead. Rhode

Island, where the Quakers and advocates of states' rights were strong,

further proposed an amendment to the Constitution to provide "that

no person shall be compelled to do military duty otherwise than by 

28
voluntary enlistment, except in cases of general invasion . . . . "

Thomas Jefferson, who had not played a role in either the

drafting or ratification of the new Constitution, listed among the

features that he disliked the omission of a bill of rights with "protection 

29against standing armies. " In his desire to see a bill of rights added 

to the Constitution, he expressed a general feeling which won in

creasing acceptance, even among those who first had originally felt

such a measure superfluous. In the first session of Congress, James

Madison introduced a series of amendments to the federal Constitution.
: if

Included among these amendments was a proposal to insert in Article I
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Section 9 of the Constitution a provision guaranteeing freedom of

conscience:

The civil rights of none shall be abridged on account 
of religious belief or worship . . .

The right of the people to keep and bear arms shall 
not be infringed a well armed and well regulated militia 
being the best security of a free country; but no person 
religiously scrupulous of bearing arms shall be compelled 
to render military service in person. ^0

- - -
Although this amendment failed in the Senate and was never adopted

in its entirety as a part of the Bill of Rights, it is worthy of note that 

it passed the House of Representatives by the close margin of two

votes.

In 1789, Secretary of War Knox, with the full support of

Hamilton, President Washington, and the Federalist party, drew

up a new plan for organizing a national militia. The Federalists,

proponents of a strong centralized government, wishing to see the

government power supported by a well-disciplined army of trained

men and a strong naval establishment, held the following view of

Knox's plan: "An energetic national militia is to be regarded as the

capital security of a free republic, and not a standing army, forming 

31a distinct class in the community. "

The Republicans, headed by Thomas Jefferson, stood

for a decentralized government and hoped to see the local militia

system continued. As a result, they debated Knox's plan vigorously.

Despite Washington's repeated recommendations, Congress 

was slow to take positive action regarding Knox's plan. In December 1790,

At
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Knox's bill was debated in the House of Representatives, but the

members were suspicious of the measure and desired to limit its

ft extent. Considerable discussion was directed towards the question

of whether Quakers and other religious groups opposed to war should

be required to pay fines in lieu of military service. Aedanus Burke

of South Carolina reasoned that it was not "constant with the principles

of justice to make those conscientiously scrupulous of bearing arms

pay for not acting against the voice of their conscience. " James

Jackson of Georgia, a strong advocate of the state militia, in reply

to Burke, raised the question of how to decide what person was really

conscientiously scrupulous. Even if the exemptions were held to

Quakers, he feared that the operation of this privilege would be to

make the whole community turn Quakers. James Madison, seconded

by Roger Sherman of Connecticut, proposed the insertion of an

amendment to the Militia Act, specifically exempting persons con

scientiously scrupulous of bearing arms. "It is the glory of our

country, " he asserted, "that a more sacred regard to the rights of 

32mankind is preserved than has heretofore been known. " Through

out the period when Congress was considering this first Militia Act, 

the Quakers themselves sent numerous petitions to Congress, praying

to be relieved of military duties or any penalties on that account.

Although the Madison motion was tabled, the Militia Act

that finally passed Congress in April 1792 was an extremely mild

measure which left the matters of training, discipline, and exemptions
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to the states and gave the Federal government virtually no authority.

The result was loosely organized mobs in most of the states, with

"training” little more than an annual drinking orgy held on "muster 

33day". Virginia's militia law, the first state measure to be enacted

in response to the federal act of 1792, required the militia to meet

six days a year, but exemptions were numerous and included all

- ~ 34
ministers, professors, and Quakers.

Perhaps one of the most unique opinions, of the Founding

Fathers period, came from Benjamin Rush, whom President Adams

appointed to the post of Treasurer, and who was a conscientious

objector of sorts. He urged the repeal of all capital punishment and

militia laws, and the avoidance of any kind of military displays and

titles. Also, Rush recommended the establishment of a peace museum

in Federal Hall to offer a favorable contrast to another room, in

scribed in "National Glory", in which the horrors of the war would

be depicted. Over the portals of the Department of War there would

be printed the captions: "an office for butchering the human species,

35► . . A Widow and Orphan making office. "

In 1800 Thomas Jefferson became President of the United

States, showing to some degree the people's faith in the Republican

ideals of decentralized government and an anti-military discipline.

It would appear that conscientious objectors were in a better position

at the turn of the century as compared to the colonial period. There

were now specific militia laws in all the states and at least some
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of these laws exempted conscientious objectors in return for equi

valent payment. Thus the conscientious objector knew to some extent 

his rights and had some assurance of protection in exercising them.

It should not be forgotten however, this was still a frontier

period. Frontiersmen slept on their arms, and Indian wars and border

skirmishes persisted. Pacifists were certainly bothersome irritants

when communities experienced these problems.

War of 1812
d ' •

One of the main problems facing the frontiersman, at the

outset of James Madison's Presidential term in 1809, was the quest

for free land. When Kentuckians and Tennesseans came into political

power in the Congressional elections of 1810-1811, the frontier settlers'

hopes were reinforced. The frontiersmen saw Canada as their next

conquest. To be sure, Congressional debate reflected the deep dis

content of the American people over this matter. Edmond Randolph

expressed opposition to frontier expansion in Congress in 1811:

This war of conquest, a war for the acquisition of 
territory and subjects, is to be a new commentary on 
the doctrine that Republics are destitute of ambition, 
that they are addicted to peace, wedded to the happiness 
and safety of the great body of their people . ... &

When a vote was taken in Congress in 1812, the represen

tatives of Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee, known as War Hawks,

voted for war, while the men of the maritime states of New England,
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which directly suffered the impressment of seamen, voted against it.

To such complex dynamics of national politics and international

policies, the destinies of the conscientious objector, like these of

other men, were committed.

The War of 1812 made the necessity of raising an adequate

army acute. The British sacked Washington, and the Thirteenth

Congress met in what must have been a very somber mood. James

Monroe, Secretary of War, pressed for a national conscription bill

to supplement the state militias.

The peace churches, although they were a small enough

constituency, stayed true to form and maintained a constant opposition

to all forms of military conscription, whether it be in the militia 

or a national army. The minutes of Quaker meetings show clearly

that their members were punished by the states if they did not attend

militia drills, and these minutes further tell of the constant refusal

of individuals to sell out their church and conscience.

It is significant to note, however, that moit opposition 
* ’

to the War of 1812 was much less a pacifistic objection to all wars

than a profound conviction of the folly of this particular war. Did

this conviction constitute a case for conscientious objection? Let

us see. ,

Daniel Webster is probably the best example of this con

viction, when he rose in Congress, arguing that the Constitution 

no more intended to give Congress the power to conscript a man than 

it meant to give it the power to tax him; he termed military conscription
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37a species of slavery. Webster’s arguments against conscription

were not pacifist inspired; they were the arguments of the commercial

class, which saw each man as an entrepreneur, his time as important

as his money and most importantly, his person as sacred as his

property. Webster's opposition to conscription was not so much

founded on anti-war sentiment as on the relatively new-born commercial 

3 8interest in public credit and stable currency. Does this economic

motivation constitute a case for conscientious objection? -- Probably

not. However, on one occasion a body of New York militia, when

ordered to invade Canady resisted non-violently by throwing down

their arms and going home. If these men refused to go to war and

kill other men on the grounds that economics was not a just reason

for war, then this certainly would constitute a case of conscientious

objection.

In any event because of strong opposition Congress did

not pass Monroe's conscription bill. In fact, the closeness of the

vote on the war resolution -- 79 to 49 in the House, with 14 absent,

and 19 to 13 in the Senate -- indicated the lack of unity in the country

and the continuation of antimilitarism in 1812. This feeling received

added illustration when a group of thirty-four members of the House

published an address to their constituents, accusing the Madison

administration of exerting pressure upon Congress for a declaration

of war. The war in itself, they predicted, was to be fought for the

purpose of invading Canada and would resiilt in tremendous cost and
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39taxes. Here again we see the objection to the war on political and

economic grounds. Daniel Webster and the 34 Congressmen were

voicing the feelings of men concerned about their businesses and

property, men who identified with these possessions as they identified

with their person. They saw war with England endangering both

possessions and person -- to say that their conscience did not allow

them to make war might very well be true, regardless, they did
\

set a foundation by which international conflicts even today are chal

lenged and sometimes in the name of conscience.
(>

To be sure, the idea of invading and launching an aggressive

war against Canada did bother the conscience of many Americans.

The final action of the war came when Andrew Jackson

drafted all the able-bodied men in New Orleans, and defeated the

British in 1815. Subsequently, the courts decided that Jackson had

acted illegally. Once the hostilities were over, the nation quickly

reunited. The commercial class continued to grow in the eastern

states and the frontiersmen continued to push forward in the footsteps

of Lewis and Clark, who had reached the Pacific in 1805. This aggres

sive westward movement would soon be known as "manifest destiny"

and would continue to case objection by some Americans.

The Mexican War

In the years between the War of 1812 and the Mexican War
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of 1846 many Americans showed themselves deeply concerned with the 

matters of war and peace even though the country was in a relatively

quiet state of affairs.

The peace churches persistently maintained their "testimony"

and continued to win recognition from the new states entering the Union.

The constitutions of Illinois (1819), Alabama (1819), Iowa (1846),

Kentucky (1850), Indiana (1815), Kansas Territory (1850), and Texas\

(1859) all granted exemptions to conscientious objectors, on religious 

grounds, with provisions for the payment of a fee for exemptions

or for the hiring of substitutes. The constitutional pattern that was

evolving revealed a general recognition of the scruples of religious

objectors, but it also revealed a growing belief that such recognition 

40or indulgence should be paid for.

In the 1830's peace became a popular concern with secular

societies. A good example of these organizations was the New England

Non-Resistance Society, which the well-known abolitionist William

Lloyd Garrison supported. One of its publications reads in part:

"We register our testimony, not only against all wars, whether of-

, . . 41
fensive or defensive, but all preparations of war. " The American

Peace Society and the Massachusetts Peace Society are two other 

examples of peace organizations that in the 1840's combined a spirit 

of religious revival with social reform and agitated against the Mexican

War.

It can be said the annexation of .Texas in 1845 laid the
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foundation for the war with Mexico, and a dispute in regard to the

western boundary of Texas was the immediate occasion for war in

1846. It can also be said the Mexican War was perhaps the high water 

mark of "manifest destiny" in regards to U. S. continental expansion.

To many Americans this declaration of war, like the War

of 1812, caused great problems of conscience and protest was the order
__ -
of the day. Abraham Lincoln, in his speeches in the House of Repre

sentatives, spoke for thousands of dissenters of all kinds, most of

whom did not reject all war but only "unjust" conflicts like that with

Mexico. Others, like Russell Lowell in his famous Bigelow Papers,

rejected all wars. Lowell's more specific interpretation of the con- 

49
flict was that this was a war of conquest and a slaveholder's plot.

Out of this voice of dissent emerged Henry David Thoreau,
i

who figures to be one of the most important men in regard to the

development of conscientious objection in the United States. It

has been said that his "Essay on Civil Disobedience", after the Con-
43

stitution, is the most uniquely radical document in American history.

Thoreau is important because his works, in particular Walden and Other

Writings, have been so widely read and because of their remarkable

content.

Thoreau felt he must not contribute towards the government's

participation in the war, or to its tolerance of and acquiescence in

slavery, thus he refused to pay his taxes. Thoreau put his case

laconically:
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I meet this American government, or its representa
tives, the state government, directly, and face to face, once 
a year, no more, in the person of its tax-gatherer; this is 
the only mode in which a man situated as I am necessarily 
meets it; and it then says distinctly, Recognize me; and in
the simplest, most effectual, and . . . indispensable mode 4 44of treating with it ... is to deny it then.

Whereas the Quakers and other pacifist sects refused to pay taxes

out of a desire to keep Quakers from being connected to the warlike

affairs of the government, Thoreau saw his refusal to pay taxes as

the beginning of a discourse with the government. He affirmed this

dialogue by saying no.
J * • A , . ■■ "
Out of this simple act, spending a night in a Concord jail

for refusing to pay a poll-tax to a government that waged the Mexican

War, Thoreau evolved a new morality in which a citizen, xnoved by
"I

ethical compulsion rather than economic or religious reasons refused
;i

to go to war. Conscientious objectors up to this point were generally

concerned for their own personal reasons, but Thoreau wrote of a con

scientious objector committed and dedicated to social change. Con

fronted with slavery and with war, a man of conscientious principle

must do more than stand aside. Thoreau meant to affect his society,

and he was willing to break its laws and to go to jail.

Under a government which imprisons any unjustly, the 
true place for a just man is also in prison .... Must the 
citizen ever for a moment, or in the least degree resign 
his conscience to the legislator? It is not desirable to 
cultivate a respect for the law, so much as for the light.

Thoreau labeled the mass of men who served the state as machines,

Thoreau, despite his attack on the Mexican War, supported
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the violence of John Brown who was seeking through rebellion to

overthrow slavery; and later he upheld the Civil War on the same

grounds. Read in light of his vindication of John Brown, "Civil

Disobedience" can be seen as a statement defending the right and duty

of what is today called selective conscientious objection. To be

certain, when government tends to trespass on the individual's free-

dom, Henry David Thoreau's belief that a man of conscience is at

liberty to follow his own convictions is relevant.
»

After Thoreau, conscientious objection in America would

have a new course to follow. The conscientious objector might be a

man of ethical principle and political awareness who steps forward

of his own accord to stop the machinery of government when he

feels its policies are intolerable.

The Civil War

Not until the Civil War was conscription and consequently

conscientious objection seriously questioned by most Americans.

To be sure conscription had been challenged by the peace churches,

peace societies, and a few isolated individuals like Webster, Garrison

and Thoreau. Due to the fact that the two most recent wars were

9 fought mainly with volunteer armies and because communication

systems were in such a primitive state, most Americans in I860

were not personally concerned with conscription. However, this is
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not to deny them the possibility of latent conscientious objection; it would

seem to be a part of human nature to let things go until the last moment.

In any event on April 16, 1862 the Confederacy adopted

the draft to make the most of its slender manpower resources. The

following year President Abraham Lincoln called on Congress for

similar action when volunteer^iailed to come forward in sufficient 

46numbers. Thus the Civil War brought conscription for the first

time to the states, both North and South, and caused massive response.

In the North, national conscription was realized by the

Enrollment Act on March 3, 1863, whereby "All able-bodied male

citizens between the ages of 25 and 45 constitute the national force,

and shall be liable to perform military duty in the Service of the 
' 47

United States when called by the President. " The Federal government
i

held whiphand control of the draft from this point on; and it did not

take the local government into partnership, either in action or in

responsibility.

A provost marshal, a commissioner of enrollment, and a

surgeon were to make house to house checks to register eligible men,

and they often found that they proceeded in peril of their lives. Major

resistance is clearly revealed by the fact that 98 federal registrars

were killed or wounded in the first four months of'the operation of 

49the act. Obviously this resistance was not the doing of pacifists

but rather violently determined people. Many did not oppose the war,

but rather opposed national conscription. Was it possible that people
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could believe in violence and war and conscientiously oppose national

conscription all at one time? An absolute answer is impossible to

give, however it would appear that this is exactly how many people,

for a variety of reasons, felt.

The poor saw conscription a "rich man's act" because the

law allowed for the payment of $300 in lieu of service. It was the 

"rich man's money and the poor man's blood". Corruption was rampant,

substitute brokers traded in the sale of substitutes. Many men became

professional substitutes. They deserted and sold themselves in other

districts after they were paid. Bounty jumpers lived well by repeated 

50
enlistments and desertions.

The Act caused numerous riots. The most serious violent

riots to the draft occurred in New York, but hostility was widespread

and included the larger cities and industrial areas of the East as

well as the agricultural states of the Middle West. In New York

Governor Horatio Seymour, an avowed opponent of conscription,

carried on bitter correspondence with President Lincoln and the War

Department, protesting both the constitutionality of the draft and the

fairness of the quota called for from New York City.

The question of constitutionality of the Civil War conscription

law did not come before the Supreme Court, although Chief Justice

Taney wrote out an opinion, later found among his papers, which

indicated that he would have held it an unconstitutional violation of

the states' rights over their militia.
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Horace Greeley, the famous editor of the New York Tribune,

warned Secretary of War Stanton that in a free state drafting was an

anomaly which the mass of the people would not accept. Speaking in 

New York City on July 4, 1863, Governor Seymour attacked the adminis

tration's argument that public necessity justified the wartime suppression

of the Constitution and laws. Such a doctrine, he warned, could be 

51invoked by the mass of the people as well as by the government.

Seymour's prediction came true when less than two weeks

later a crowd of people sought to prevent the federal marshals from

making up their enrollment lists. For three straight days mob rule

reigned. Seymour declared that the city was in a state of insurrection.

Two thousand policemen and five army regiments were needed to put

down the mobs. Estimates of loss of life ran as high as a thousand,

and millions of dollars of property were destroyed. After the riots

were over, ten thousand infantrymen and three batteries of artillery 

52remained in the city to keep order.

The Conscription Act of 1863 certainly went far beyond the

degree of compulsion exacted in theory by the state militia laws;

the national conscription law was without precedent in the annals of

either the United States or Great Britain. The historian James Ford

Rhodes in his account of the Civil War draft opposition expressed a 

53doubt that so untraditional a course could be accepted in America.

The conscription law as it was first passed in the North

did not provide for exemptions on religious grounds. Most states in
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the North traditionally exempted such persons or required some equivalent

in place of militia service. The compromise with conscience involved

in a three hundred dollar commutation fee or the hiring of a substitute

was extremely distasteful to the Quakers, who brought pressure to

bear on Secretary Stanton to provide some form of alternate service

for those who held religious scruples against war. Although Stanton

and Lincoln were openly sympathetic to the plight of these peace

churches, they were fearful of encouraging draft resistance and ac

cordingly were reluctant to recommend measures to Congress for

54the relief of this brand of conscientious objector. Finally Congress,

in response to the pleas of Charles Summer, Henry Wilson, Thaddeus

Stevens, and others, acknowledged religious scruples against war in 

February, 1864, and provided that they could perform alternate 

service in hospitals, a tradition that still exists today. But even

this effort did not accommodate all peace churches, for some believed

that any cooperation with the army was a betrayal of their testimony,

and these few refused to serve in any connection with the military.

In the South the peace sects experienced considerably

more difficulty than that of their northern brothers. Most of the

southern states’ laws did not contain provisions for religious exemptions

from militia service, and Jefferson Davis was not as sympathetic

as Lincoln to the pacifist cause. The greater problems of the South 

55
in raising troops also worked against the peace churches. Of

course, the fact that most of the peace sects were antislavery in
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sentiment and in teaching caused considerable friction too. Southern

pacifists not only refused to fight in the common cause, but they

were known to be in sympathy with the North.

As has been stated, the Confederacy passed its first con

scription bill in April, 1862. Jefferson Davis admitted it had not

been popular anywhere out of the army. It is interesting to note that 
- - .

Alexander H. Stephens, Vice President of the Confederacy, bitterly 

56opposed it. He saw that the immediate motive of the Confederate

draft law was to hold, beyond their term of enlistment, those

seasoned troops who had volunteered for one year in good faith.

The Confederacy, like the North, drew up a draft law

providing for substitutions, but with a new variation. A man with

"I
money could hire a substitute at wages agreed upon between them.

; I
The wages of the substitutes thus were often many times the pay

received by the volunteers from the Government, and naturally a

deep bitterness grew up between the two classes of troops.

The South also indulged in sweeping occupational exemptions,

which permitted large numbers of citizens to escape the draft and led

to even greater corruption than in the North. Minor officials,

newspapermen, lawyers, schoolteachers, druggists, and a host of

others were singled out for special consideration. , It was a draft

dodger’s paradise. Schools were established without pupils, news- 

57
papers without readers, and drugstores sprang up everywhere.

Occasionally conscientious objectors, North and South,
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fell into the hands of the military for one reason or another, or

because they had been kidnapped by the desperate armies. Conditions

in military camps and prisons were bleak on both sides, but beyond

this, objectors were naturally the special butt of camp brutality.

The Civil War provides the first records of cruel punishment and

deaths among conscientious objectors. They were put to forced

marches and drills; they were starved and hung by the thumbs, as

in the case of Seth Laughlin of Virginia in 1863:

First they kept him without sleep for thirty-six 
hours, a soldier standing by with a bayonet to pierce 
him, should he fall asleep. Finding that this did not 
overcome his scruples, they proceeded for three hours 
each day to buck him down. He was then suspended by 
his thumbs for an hour and a half. This terrible 
ordeal was passed through with each day for a week.

' When higher authorities could be prevailed upon to act 

in their behalf, conscientious objectors were for the most part

released. However this was a difficult task. The conscientious

objector often found himself taken to an army camp in another state

where he knew no one and no one knew him, and his past diligence

as a good citizen availed him nothing. It took weeks for his letters

of distress to reach his family and his minister, and by the time

his news reached them, he often was more likely to have been trans

ferred to a new camp in another state. When family or church sought 

to aid him, they found they had to go to Washington or Richmond,

where long lines of petitioners preceded them before every door,

and it was even more discouraging a task to attempt to reach a
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President. Hence the conscientious objector was generally at the

mercy of the lower rank officers and often met with harassment and

cruelty. What relation existed between the advent of conscription

and these instances of sadistic treatment? Were officers of lower

rank, who had themselves been conscripted for duty, especially

prone to acts of hostility against conscientious objectors who refused 

to be conscripted? I have not been able to find any significant

material on this matter, but undoubtedly it would be a good thesis

topic.
t*

What was the number of conscientious objectors during the

Civil War? Speculation would put the total number of legal objectors

at somewhere between 1, 200 and 1, 500 men, a small enough percentage

of the more than two million men that the North and South committed 

to battle. 59

There are no available statistics on how many illegal 

conscientious objectors refused to fight in the war for other than 

religious reasons. There were however, many people, because of 

the existence of factors, some of which might have been connected

to conscience, who were forced to flee to the woods or into the West.

Whatever the number, the principle still remained that some people

in the United States felt that no man should be forced by the state to

action against his individual conscience. The time was fast approaching

when there would be no woods or West to flee to in order to protest

this right.
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World War One

After 1865, the nation turned its energies to settling the

western territories and to building its industries. But economic 

growth, like war, took its toll of life and limb. Labor unrest after 

1880 brought more than 38, 000 strikes and lockouts, and involved

nine, and one-half million workers. The Spanish-American War in

1898, with American losses of 289 men, was a skirmish by comparison.
60

America was on the move and rapidly changing.

Like his country the conscientious objector was changing

his makeup too. By 1917 conscientious objectors had certainly become 

a more diverse group than in the past. The historic peace churches

of the eighteenth century had been swelled by pacifist sects from 

newer waves of immigrants, such as the Molokans and the Dukhobors,

who had come from Russia after 1903 to escape service in the Czar's

army. The problems of dealing with conscientious objectors,

as far as the government was concerned, were further complicated 
61

by the absolutists, who refused to register; by political objectors

such as the Socialists and the members of the I. W. W. ; and by the

few idealists, without church or politics, who simply did not believe

in war.

Conscription in World War I was universal and absolute.

No allowance was made for substitutes or commutation fees as in

several of our past war experiences. The Selective Service Act of
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1917 called all men between the ages of twenty-one and thirty inclusive

to present themselves for registration on the date set by the President.

The passage of this act produced a variety of effects from the American

people. Although there were some actual riots among miners in

Montana and Michigan and among some of the Indian tribes, the 

compulsory registration of almost ten million men on 5 June 1917 was

accomplished with a surprisingly small amount of disorder or protest. 

General acquiescence in the draft was due to various

factors, the chief of which was probably the wartime psychology that

conditioned people to accept sacrifices no matter how great. Also,

an important motivation influence in the public acceptance of the

draft of 1917 had been that it was a means to win "the war to end all

wars". In addition, the World War I draft law, unlike that of the

Civil War, was skillfully drawn to win public approval. Authority

resided with the local board, deferments were on the whole well

defined, and there were, as has been stated, no substitutes. Finally,

the threat of prosecution under the Espionage Act made agitation

against the draft very dangerous, although the amount of draft

evasion, as distinct from organized resistance, was the highest in

American history. At the conclusion of the war official army figures

indicated a total of 3 63, 022 net desertions, of which 295, 184 remained 

62
outstanding. The draft evader, or deserter as he was called by the

army, certainly exhibited little enthusiasm for the service, but his

opposition to war was less clearcut than the avowed rejection of war
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by those who became legal conscientious objectors.

It would seem safe to assume that at least some of these

so-called deserters were following their conscience and were forced

to evade the draft because of the lack of legal protection in regards 

to their personal scruples. These men, who might be socialists,

I. W. W. 's, and humanitarian objectors, opposed the war on ethical,

political, and other grounds. Were these men conscientious objectors? 

Although the draft act provided non-combatant service for religious

objectors who were members of the Quakers or other sects traditionally

opposed to war, it failed to recognize the situation of men who might

object as individuals to all wars or to a particular war which they

felt to be unjust.

If these evaders were apprehended, they were usually

sentenced to a year in a federal penitentiary. They were denounced

as slackers and cowards; many of these conscientious objectors under

went harsh and barbaric treatment. When Eugene V. Debs urged

his fellow Socialists to swear by all that was dear to them and all

that was sacred to the cause and never to go to war, the multitude

of Americans were convinced that pacifism and social radicalism

were one and the same. The peace churches soon became slackers,

yellowbacks, atheists, or pro-German. Popular feelings were never

more virulent against those who refused to go to war because of

their conscience. Those who refused to buy Liberty bonds were 

threatened with tarring and feathering. Socialists, anarchists, and
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members of other radical groups were seized, assaulted and horse

whipped. Senator Robert La Follette of Wisconsin, an open critic 

of conscription, was publicly insulted. Max Eastman, the publisher, 

and Victor Berger, the Socialist leader, both opponents of the war,

were indicted for treason under the Sedition Act. Eugene Debs

was finally sentenced to ten years in federal prison for inciting

resistance to war in a speech. In the end, it was not only the peace

churches but a wide spectrum of Americans who expressed opposition 

63
to the war.

The intellectual, Randolph Bourne, who desired to face

jail as a conscientious objector but who because of physical disability

was prevented from doing so, analyzed the problem of the concerned

''Iyoung man who was without definite religious conviction but who, 

nonetheless, was opposed to war and all militarism. At the Con

gressional hearings on conscription, the famous Socialist Norman

Thomas pleaded without success for a more liberal exemption clause

to include all sincere conscientious objectors, whether or not they

were members of a historic peace church. Continuing his efforts

to secure a broader exemption policy, Thomas and a group of

thirteen avowed conscientious objectors signed a public appeal

addressed to the President which was published in, the New Republic.

Thomas also tried to explain to the American people, like Bourne,

the varied types of conscientious objectors. He recalled the American

emphasis upon individualism and appealed to critics of the conscientious
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objector to recognize their idealism and deal with the problem in

the spirit of American democracy and liberalism. A man in jail

added no strength to the nation, and justice to the conscientious

objector, Thomas argued, would secure, rather than imperil, the 

64
safety of a democratic state.

While many members of Congress were opposed to the

Espionage Act, which not only worked to curtail criticism of the

war and the methods by which it was conducted, but also worked

to crush the growth of all forms of socialist ideology, Representative

Carl Hayden of Arizona was one of the few who dared to speak of

the individual conscientious objector. Hayden was not convinced

of the sincerity of the humanitarian or socialist objectors, but he

believed the problem they posed should be resolved in such a way as

to avoid their martyrdom from barbaric treatment in army camps or 

65
in federal penitentiaries.

On the part of President Wilson and the administration

there was little disposition to deal sympathetically with the individual

objector. While the draft bill was still pending in Congress, Wilson

wrote in effect that it seemed impossible to make the exemptions

apply to individuals because it would open the door to so much that

was unconscientious on the part of persons who wished to escape

service. Along with Secretary of War Baker, his chief concern was

to prevent any sizeable number of conscientious objectors, and he

believed the problem could be best solved by placing the men in



regular military camps, segregated from the rest but close enough to
- 66 

be indoctrinated and converted into good soldiers.

In contrast to Wilson's attitude, Charles Evans Hughes

believed that it would be a sound policy on the part of Congress to

provide for the discharge of conscientious objectors. Nothing, he

told the annual meeting of the American Bar Association, is gained

for the country by overriding the claims of conscience in such cases.

Hughes, however, did not support the argument that conscription was

unconstitutional as Judge Taney did during the Civil War. His view

was based on the contention that a draft or universal service did not

destroy the militia power of the states and it did not deny individuals

the rights of freedom guaranteed by the Thirteenth Amendment.

Although it was extremely doubtful that the founding fathers at

Philadelphia would have betrayed their British militia tradition for

a federal conscription for overseas service, the Supreme Court in 

Selective Draft cases disallowed all of the antimilitarists' arguments. 

The court thereby upheld its own tradition of supporting the govern

ment in wartime, and its decision likewise illustrated Hughes's
67

remark that the Constitution marches with the times.

The small minority oi men who actually claimed to be

conscientious objectors on religious grounds numbered about 65, 000.

They came generally from such sects as the Quakers, Mennonites,

Molokans, Dukhobors, Seventh Day Adventists, Jehovah's Witnesses,

Hutterites, Plymouths, and River Brethren. Of these, 20, 973 were
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inducted, and 3, 989 refused at first to accept non-combatant status

from the Army. About 1,300 from this latter group, under pressure,

ij
accepted assignment to the Medical Corps; some 1, 200 were given

farm furloughs; and about 100 were assigned to Quaker war relief

work in France. Five hundred men remained intransigent and were

courtmartialed. The military courts were severe with absolutists who

refused all cooperation with the army. There were seventeen death

sentences, 142 life terms, and 345 sentences where the average term

’ was sixteen and one-half years. None of the death penalties were

carried out, and 185 of the sentences were eventually reduced, but

it was not until 1933 that the last full pardon was issued by President

Roosevelt and the last conscientious objector of World War I was 
68

released from prison.

Congressional hearings and newspaper accounts brought

the cause of the conscientious objector before the intellectual com

munity, where, as we have seen through people like Randolph Bourne,

Norman Thomas, and others won sympathetic response. Liberal

organizations such as the National Civil Liberties Bureau, founded

in 1917, and its successor, the American Civil Liberties Union,

established in 1920, undertook the defense of the conscientious ob

jector and often succeeded in bringing their cases to the Supreme

Court; Once the cases got to the courts, however, it was often not

so rewarding.
jS ■ ; . SiS I; ;

The objectors whose cases came before the courts after
I M”' ’ ■ -' . . ‘ ■
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1918 were not primarily the religious objectors, for the majority of

them were able to come to terms with the activities of the nations

at war by accepting alternate service. T-he objectors whose beliefs 

brought them to the courts were the aliens and the absolutists, and 

the non-religious and political objectors. Conscientious objection 

in America was now developing .a widespread base. Just as the legal 

system came to a fairly workable law in regards to the peace sects, 

after more than 100 years of blood, sweat and tears, many Americans

began to raise new issues and challenge this system,
'' i l

Period between two wars

' ! Between the two World Wars, the challenge to create a

satisfactory law concerning conscientious objection still faced the

nation. In September, 1917, a group of political radicals held a

conscientious objectors' meeting in New York City. Louis C. Fraina

was among the leaders. In his address, Fraina asked, ''Since when

must a man necessarily belong to a church, belong to a creed, a

recognized creed, before he can have a conscience?" In Thoreauian

tradition Fraina said "he was trying to overthrow a system of things 
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that produced war and other evils. " He then distributed pamphlets

I
in which conscientious objectors were urged to refuse all forms of

service.

Given the legal mood of the day, it was not difficult to
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predict the verdict of the courts in his case (Fraina vs. the United

States, 1918). The court convicted him of conspiring to commit an of-

g fense against the United States by aiding and abetting unknown persons

70
unlawfully to evade the requirement of the Selective Service Act.

In so doing the court gave a strict interpretation to the law. It

stated it was concerned only with the law as it stood, not as some thought

it should be. To be sure the courts and Congress were of the same

mind.

• In 1931, in the United States vs. Macintosh, another facet

of conscientious objection was challenged. Douglas Clyde Macintosh

was a native of Canada. He was a Baptist minister, a member of

the Yale University Divinity School, Chaplain of the Graduate School,

and a Dwight Professor of Theology when he applied for American

citizenship in 1925. He had served as a Chaplain with the Canadian

Army during World War I, but he stated in his application for American

citizenship that he "would have to believe that the war was morally

justified" before he would commit himself to defending the country

by force of arms. 'On the basis of this crucial reservation, the Supreme

Court, in a five to four decision, denied his petition. Justices

Holmes, Brandeis, Stone, and Hughes dissented, but the majority

held the case ruled in principle by the case (United States vs.

• Schwimmer, 1920): "That it is the duty of citizens by force of arms

to defend our government against all enemies whenever necessary

arises from a fundamental principles of Constitution. The common
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defense was one of the purposes for which the people ordained and 

71
established the Constitution.

Although these are only two samples of court litigation

in this period, they are typical of the hundreds of other cases brought

before the courts. The courts of this time were basically concerned

with the corporate structure development in the country. They did not
— -
realize that it was in fact this ^ructure that was altering a private

property relationship, which made it all the more important for

them to be concerned with individual rights. The one time commercial

class had lost power to big business and had to look for new avenues 

to preserve its rights. The courts had little time for the individual.

Problems of economic concentration and deconcentration were more

pressing in the eyes of the judiciary.

Despite this general court view of the individual and con

sequently its view of conscientious objection, there were some high 

points achieved between the two Wars. The "Oxford" pledge, in which

one promised never to fight in a future war, was taken by many

college students. Organizations like the Women’s International League

for Peace and Freedom and the Fellowship of Reconciliation held .

72
aloft the banner of non-violence. For the most part, by the time

World War II began there was a genuine desire to extend to the con- 
»

0 scientious objector more generous accommodations than in the First

World War. This was reflected by the adoption of a more liberal

Selective Service Act in 1940.
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World War Two

In the face of German victories in the spring of 1940, 

President Roosevelt stressed the danger to the United States if Hitler 

should overcome Great Britain; he urged additional preparations for

national defense. In late June of 1940, Senator Edward W. Burk,

a'conservative from Nebraska, and Representative James W. Wadworth,
\

a militant Republican from New York, presented as legislation to

defend and protect the United States a system of military training 

73
which resembled the World War I Selective Draft Act. Never

intrinsically a popular resort, conscription had been invoked only

twice before in American history, during the Civil War and again in

the First War. Was national conscription becoming a national

tradition?

At the Congressional hearings on conscription in July

1940, the peace organizations took the lead in testifying against the

Burk-Wadworth bill. Catherine Fitzgibbon, representing the Women's

International League for Peace and Freedom, pointed out that freedom 
74

meant freedom of individuals as well as of nations.

Within a few months the international situation had

worsened and on September 16, 1940 the Selective Training Service 

Act was passed. On the same day the President signed the measure, 

he also issued a proclamation calling for the registration on October 16

of all male persons in the continental United States who had attained
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their twenty-first birthday and had not yet reached their thirty-sixth

birthday. Inductees were not to be employed beyond the limits of

the Western Hemisphere, except in our territories and possessions.

Deferments were based on individual status, group deferments were

prohibited, as were also bounties for military service and the hiring 
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of substitutes. No one could bjjy'his way out.

By the end of December 1941, World War II had begun for

the United States, for the most part protest and political dissent was

not nearly as great as in 1917, despite such organizations as the

Socialist Party which refused to "bless" the war. This relative-

quietness can be attributed to a kind of public apathy that set over

the American people once they recovered from the initial shock of
"I

Pearl Harbor. As Robert Serwood has noted, "Morale was never

particularly good nor alarmingly bad. There was a minimum of flag

waving and parades. It was the first war in American history in which 
76

the general disillusionment preceded the firing of the first shot. " 

Although not an eye witness, I am more inclined to believe the lack 

of massive protest was due to a strong feeling of support for the

cause of the war on the part of most Americans.

Conscientious objectors, however, provided a sharp

element of dissent, whether in alternate civilian service camps or

in jail, where some 6, 000 objectors and Jehovah's Witnesses served

terms. The devoted Witnesses, as a matter of fact, were widely 
77

imprisoned not only on the Allied side but also in Germany.
I
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The Selective Service System maintained no central records 

of conscientious objectors who entered military service in World 

War II. Their own estimate is that there were 25, 000 conscientious

objectors. Other researchers, that I have read, judge the number 

to have been closer to 50, 000; in any event they were a small per

centage in comparison to the 13 million Americans who served in the

armed forces between 1941 and 1945.

The law that governed conscientious objectors was con

tained in the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940, Section 5 (g).

It provided that any person "who by religious training, and belief 

is conscientiously opposed to participation in war in any form, " and

whose claim to exemption was sustained by his local draft board or

by appeal to a higher authority should be assigned to non-combatant

service, or if sincerely opposed to that, "to do work of national 
78

importance under civilian direction. "

The Draft Act removed the conscientious objector from

direct control by the army, but at the same time it tended to limit

recognition to those objectors who were members of some established

church. Congress refused to follow the English example and accept

as sincere those objectors who were motivated primarily by ethical,

social, humanitarian, or nonsectarian religious beliefs. It also refused

to consider the plea that complete exemption be granted those

absolutists who objected not only to war service but to the entire

principle of conscription and military regimentation. The law left
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several questions unanswered in the eyes of many: Could one who

professed no religion, attended no church, had no religious training

claim to be a conscientious objector by reason of belief alone?

Did the Congress intend religious training to be a necessary corollary 
79

of belief ?

While the 1940 law was an advance over the World War I
■ - -
legislation and practice, pacifist spokesmen at the draft hearings

warned the Congressmen that they were enacting a measure which,

in providing insufficient protection for religious freedom and the

cause of conscience, would again fill the federal jails with sincere

objectors to war. This prediction was in part realized as 6, 000

conscientious objectors were either denied such classification on

"Itechnical grounds or they themselves refused to comply with the
i

strict provisions of the act. Of this number, over four thousand

were Jehovah’s Witnesses who had been denied a classification as

. . 80 ministers.

Jehovah’s Witnesses constituted a special case among

conscientious objectors. Their religion required them to fight at 

Armageddon, so they could not claim to be opposed to all wars, and

their church considered each individual member to be a minister of

the gospel. Jehovah's Witnesses, therefore, claimed exemption

as ministers rather than conscientious objectors, and they were

81

The great single innovation of the 1940 draft legislation

refused.
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was the provision for Civilian Public Service (CPS) camps. In 

these camps, those objectors who could not accept non-combatant 

service under military authority were to perform work of "national

importance" under representatives of the historic peace churches: 

Quakers, Mennonites, Brethren. As a matter of policy, CPS repre

sented the desire of the government that "the judgment of individual

conscience opposed to the national will should be given consideration 

82and allowed a form of cooperation consistent with its judgments. "

In practice, CPS proved to be an extension of the Civilian Conservation

Corps started during the depression of the 1930's.

When the shortage of labor on farms became critical,

objectors were used as replacement labor. Many objectors protested

what they felt to be merely a "make work" program, designed

principally to keep them out of the public eye. Some of them volun

teered and even demanded to be permitted to do more useful work

in mental hospitals or social work agencies. ’ Some conscientious

objectors volunteered to be guinea pigs in medical experiments on

malaria, hookworm, typhus, and the control of life and infectious

hepatitis. In all, some 500 conscientious objectors volunteered for

medical experiments and over 2, 000 worked in mental hospitals.

The flaw in the CPS program became apparent almost

immediately. Although objectors contributed a total of over 8, 000, 000

man-days of work, they received no pay. On the contrary, those in

church-run camps had to support themselves or to be supported by
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their churches or their families. In addition, the men of the CPS

qualified for none of the benefits accorded soldiers, life insurance or

medical care or compensation, and their families, during their time 

of service, were deprived of income. Thus if a man was not financially- 

fit, even though his conscience would not let him be a soldier or

accept non-combatant service, he was in trouble or should I say jail.

Thus, although CPS marked an advancement in the govern

ment policy towards conscientious objectors, the feeling remained 

that a penalty had been exacted for the privilege of a sincere con

science. Cases challenging the constitutionality of various aspects

of CPS were brought before the federal district courts, but there was

no disposition on the part of the judiciary to tamper with the policy 

83as set down by Congress.

Conscientious objectors often encountered legal diffi

culties in civilian life too. In 1944 a Methodist pacifist was denied

admission to the Illinois bar, which considered him "morally unfit"

because his objection to war prohibited him from taking an oath

to support the State Constitution. In the Supreme Court, Summer

(the pacifist) contended that the action of Illinois denying his admission

to the bar was a limitation on the free exercise of religion and a

violation of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

By a five to four .vote the Supreme Court held that the courts of

Illinois and the bar’s Committee on Character and Fitness held, within

the proper limits of their jurisdiction, the right to establish qualifications
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for the professions practiced within that State.

In conclusion, we see that one must distinguish between

three major categories of American conscientious objectors in

World War II. The first were the men who were classified and

assigned to work for the CPS (Civilian Public Service). The second 

were the men willing to perform non-combatant duties such as medical

corpsmen and chaplains’ assistants. The final category consisted

of the men who, either because their conscience forbade them to

cooperate with the conscription program even to the point of regis

tration and requesting classification as a conscientious objector or
85

because they were denied such a classification, were sent to prison.

There were a few men that left the country to avoid the draft but 

figures on this group are not available. The number would be very

small.

)
The Post-War Period

Since the end of the Korean conflict in 1953, two questions,

implicit in the matter of conscientious objection have erupted. The

first is the question of the so-called nonreligious, or secular 
»

objector; the second question of the social or political objector.

The secular objector argues that his opposition to war is no less 

real for being based upon ethical rather than on religious grounds.

The political or selective objector, similarly, argues that his protest
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is valid though it is not against all wars but against one particular

war. Secular and selective objection reflect new attitudes in our

American society, but they are not attitudes that the society as a '

whole is inclined to acknowledge or to indulge.

The departure of the newer forms of conscientious objection

from traditional moorings affords one of the most profound insights

into the younger generation. Secular and selective objectors,

although few in number, reflect deep changes in American society.

More and more, youth is abandoning religious institutional attachments.

More and more, even as conscientious objectors, they are abandoning

pacifism for a reluctant acceptance of the occasional necessity for

violence. Or perhaps it is more accurate to say they refuse to

commit themselves to any absolute principle, any absolute method 

of meeting the urgencies of life. They are clinging tenaciously to 

their right to judge each situation, each war. No one can claim that 

these few young men are typical, either of youth in America or of

conscientious objectors. Yet for each nonreligious objector who

risks jail because he declares himself an atheist, for each selective

objector who may be imprisoned because he will not fight in Vietnam,

86
one is free to speculate on how many share similar beliefs. It

is my belief that the secular and selective conscientious objectors

articulate the uneasy doubts of thousands of American youths.

At this point I conclude part one of this thesis, "The

Tradition and Its Implications". As was suggested in the Introduction,
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the most persuasive theme in this section has been the steadfastness

of the individual to obey his conscience regardless of any sort of

outside pressure. The next section of this paper will concentrate

more on the government’s efforts to deal with selective and secular

objection.
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PART TWO:

CULMINATION IN THE SIXTIES???

Fredrik Lewis Allen remarked in the preface of Since

, Yesterday that he could not believe how much more material he had

to synthesize for his book on the 1930's as opposed to his Only

Yesterday which deals with the 1920's. In the short span of ten years

it seemed as if persons, places, and things had multiplied. Certainly

Allen describes the problem of the contemporary researcher. Be

sides the fact that there are actually more persons, places, and

things today than ever before, communications and media systems

have been perfected to such a state that the result is an uncomprehensible

amount of material even on the most insignificant topic. It may very

well be that the future historian, political analyst, and student will

only specialize in one to two years of the 1960's. It is because of

this situation that I ha/ve limited myself to four specific events

concerning the conscientious objector in this period. They are in

0 order, of treatment: (1) the United States vs. Seeger, (2) the National

Advisory Commission on Selective Service, (3) the Military Selective

Service Act of 1967, and (4) the United States vs. Sisson Jr.
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United States vs. Seeger

My first area of analysis deals with a landmark case de- 

® cided in 1965, in which the United States Supreme Court ruled that a

man who, because of a moral code which for him was equivalent of

a religious belief, was in conscience opposed to service in all wars,

was also legally entitled to conscientious objector status.

To fully understand this case, we must go back to the

United States vs. Downer in 1934, In this decision handed down by the

Second Circuit Court of Appeals, the court found that the defendant's

opposition to war, although traceable to no church membership or

teachings, was nevertheless "deep-rooted, based ... on a general

87humanitarian concept which is essentially religious in character ..."

The defendant's claim to the status of a conscientious objector was

sustained. But the same court distinguished between Downer's

humanitarian objection and the political objection found in the case,

United States vs. Kauten. Judge Augustus Hand wrote:

There is a distinction between a course of reasoning 
resulting in a conviction that a particular war is inexpedient 
or disastrous and a conscientious objection to participation

• in any war under any circumstances. The latter, and not
the former, may be the basis of exemption under the Selective 
Service Act. Jhe former is usually a political objection, 
while the latter, we think, may justly be regarded as a 
response of the individual to an inward mentor, call it 
conscience or God, that is for many persons at the

£ present time the equivalent c^what has always been
thought a religious impulse.

Thus the Second Circuit Court was willing to interpret religion in
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the broadest of terms, but it rigorously denied the claim of political 

objection.

The Ninth Circuit Court, in contrast, insisted upon a 

strict interpretation in the matter of religion. That court stated its 

belief that congressional intent had been plain, and that belief in a 

deity was essential to meet the "religious training and belief" terms

of the Selective Service Act. In United States vs. Berman (1946), 

where the defendant was a Socialist and humanitarian who strongly

opposed all war, the court denied the defendant's claim to class ification

as a conscientious objector. "The use of the word religion was not

intended to be inclusive of morals or of devotion to human welfare 

89or of the policy of government. " The discrepancy between the

broad interpretation of religion by the Second Circuit Court and the 

. . ' i
strict interpretation of the Ninth Circuit Court was not reviewed by

the Supreme Court until the Seeger case in 1965.

The specific law that was questioned in the Seeger case

originated from the Selective Service Act, as amended in 1948, which

still provided that deferment for conscientious objectors was available

only on the grounds of "an individual's belief in relation to a Supreme

Being involving duties superior to those arising from human relations,

but does not include essentially political, sociological, or philosophical 

90views or merely a personal code. "

The crux of the case was obviously in the phrase "religious 

training and belief" which we just noted Congress had defined as
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"belief in a relation to a Supreme Being involving duties superior to 

those arising from any human relation. " In trying to give meaning to 

the statutory language, the court narrowed the inquiry by noting .

briefly those scruples expressly excluded from the definition. They

were persons who disavowed religious belief and decided on the basis

of essentially political, sociological or economic reasons that war is

wrong and that they would have no part of it. The Court also noted

that the statute excluded those who were in opposition to war on the

grounds of merely a personal moral code. The court held that these

exclusions had historically been reserved for the Government, and

in matters which can be said to fall within these areas the convictions

of the individual had never been permitted to override that of the state.

However, the court did hold that Seeger, who preferred

to leave the question as to his belief in a Supreme Being open and

stated belief in and devotion to goodness and virtue for their own

sake, and a religious faith in'a purely ethical creed, did constitute

a religious conscientious objector. In so doing the court asked the

question: Does the term "Supreme Being" mean the orthodox God

or the broader concept of a power or being, or a faith, to which all

else is subordinated or upon which all else is ultimately dependent?

In answering this question the court took into account the fact that

there are over 250 "religious" sects inhabiting our land. Some

believe in a purely personal God, some in a supernatural deity;

others think of religion as a way of life envisioning as its ultimate

i
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goal the day when all men can live together in perfect understanding 
91 '

and peace. The court's final answer was to broaden the interpretation 

of "Supreme Being" thereby opening the door for possible conscientious 

objection on the part of agnostics and atheists. Unfortunately the 

court's decision, although ruling in favor of Seeger and widening the 

scope of the law, did little to distinguish a "religious belief" from a 

"personal code". The legal determination of what constitutes a man's/ I

"religion" remains largely an unsolved problem.

*

The National Advisory Commission on Selective Service

My s econd area of analysis in the 1960's concerning the

conscientious objector is the National Advisory Commission on

Selective Service. The Commission was established by President

Johnson in July 1966 with instructions to report by January 1967.

The Commission was established in part to head off Congressional

calls for investigation of the draft. It was composed of twenty members

who were private citizens with extensive governmental or other public

experience. Members of the Commission included Thomas S. Gates,

Jr. , former Secretary of Defense, John A. McCone, former head

of the CIA and Atomic Energy Commission, General David M. Shoup,

former head of the Marine Corps, and George Reedy, former Presi-

* dential Press Secretary. Burke Marshall, former head of the Civil

Rights Division in the Department of Justice, was appointed Chairman.

Other members included representatives of higher education, labor,
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business, and Negro groups.

The President's Commission sought in its research to

measure the extent to which selective service boards' processes

varied from the suggested national norms. The key finding vividly

documented the fact that selective service processes are highly 

93variable and individualistic. The Commission declared unanimously 

in 1967 that there was a "critical need for policy uniformity" within 

the System. The proposal which the body made concerning con

scientious objection reads as follows:

Appeal policies for conscientious objectors also 
need modification. The present policy is for the De
partment of Justice to conduct hearings for conscientious 
objectors. But the Justice Department also uses the FBI 
to investigate the man claiming conscientious objection 
and is the prosecuting agency for these who refuse to serve 
when they are denied conscientious objector status. The 
Commission has no wish to eliminate the FBI investigation 
or Justice's prosecuting function. But it believes the 
hearings could more fairly and effectively be conducted 
by special panels. It recommends that an adequate number 
of special panels be established above the local board level 
for the specific purpose of hearing conscientious objectors' 
cases. '

The Commission was well aware of the problem of con

scientious objectors to particular wars and unanimously sustained

the present system of granting exemptions to absolute pacifists, but

by majority vote overruled proposals to exempt selective conscientious

objectors.

The overruled minority view, headed by Kingman Breuster,

President of Yale, and Father John Courtney Murrey, a supporter of
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our intervention in Vietnam, argued that absolute pacifism does not 

represent the moral consensus in this country. They felt that most 

people do distinguish between wars, thereby implicitly accepting at 

least some version of the just-war doctrine. They also held that the 

individual citizen may not abdicate his moral judgments to the state.

In refutation, the majority offered four basic arguments 

against legal exemption of selective conscientious objectors:

(1) Remarking on the difficulty of defining a just 
war, the majority declared that it was one thing to deal 
in the law with a person who believes he is responding 
to a moral imperative outside of himself when he opposes 
all killing, while it is another to accord a special status 
to a person who believes there is a moral imperative which 
tells him to kill under some circumstances and not to 
kill under others.

Since Christian denominations differ on this point, the majority felt
"I

it could not pass judgment on the matter. Should it not be asked

that Christian denominations differ on the matter of absolute pacifism

also, why then did the Commission not hesitate to pass judgment on

that matter. (2) The majority held that the "so-called selective 

pacifist" is essentially a political question of support or non-support 

of a war and cannot be judged in terms of special moral imperatives. 

Such opposition ought to be expressed through regular political

processes and should claim no right of exemption from democratic

decisions. This sharp distinction between moral and political matters, 

though frequently made, is baffling. Is it not our tradition to impose

a responsible moral outlook on all our social institutions, whether
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political or religious? (3) The majority found a "dim" distinction

between selective pacifism and selective disobedience to all laws, such

as a refusal to pay certain taxes; it expressed the fear that by opening 

the doors to a general theory of disobedience to law, legal recognition 

of selective pacifism could quickly tear down the fabric of government.

From the claim that legal recognition of selective con

scientious objection could open the doors to a general theory of

selective disobedience to law (which can be accepted as a logical

possibility) it does not follow that it has any tendency to do so at

all. The difference between paying taxes and fighting in wars does

npt at all seem "dim". When a man is compulsorily inducted into

the army, he is put in a position where he can be ordered to kill

another human being. When he is compelled to pay taxes, he is

not put in that position. (4) By acknowledging the right of a selective

conscientious objector to judge whether the means used in warfare

are just or unjust, warned the majority, the-Government would

be "forcing upon the individual the necessity of making that dis

tinction which would be the practical effect of taking away the

Government's obligation of making it for him. " This the majority

feared would put a heavy burden of moral choice on the man already

in uniform and possibly facing combat, "with results that could

be disastrous to him, to his unit, an-d to the entire military tradition. "

The majority's reasoning here is, to put it mildly, extraordinary.

The idea that the Government has the obligation to decide for anyone
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which wars are just, which unjust, comes as a shock to anyone who

supposes that our system is run on the conviction that every citizen

has the right and obligation to make reasoned judgments about most

matters of public policy, and certainly about all fateful public issues, 

95
such as issues affecting war and peace.

On the basis of these criticisms of the majority 
— - arguments, it seems to conclude that the majority

abandoned almost all of reason and retained precious 
V- little of morality. In a college logic class they would

have been given F's and dismissed with an admonition 
to try to do better. But the sphere they chose for their 
muddled thinking was not a classroom; it was the arena

. in which issues of war and peace, life and death, are
debated and decided. Many parts of the Commission's 
report are excellent; most of the reasoning is sound.
But in their discussion of selective conscientious 
objection, the Commission's majority seemed to be
come tools of higher political powers. 96

The Military Selective Service Act of 1967

My third area of analysis concerning conscientious 

objection in the sixties is the Military Service Act of 1967. As we

know, laws are not made in a vacuum; they are much the product

of their time, shaped by the impact of often conflicting forces and

bearing the impact of the personalities of those who formulate them.

So it is with the Military Selective Service Act of 1967.

In many ways the changes in provisioiis for conscientious

objectors caused by the 1967 Act, represent a classic example of

dramatic irony. In the new law the definition of religions training
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and belief has been amended to strike the words "religious training". 

This section meant an individual's belief in a relation to a Supreme

Being involving duties superior to those arising from any human

relation. The Conference Report stated that it was the conferees'

intent to more narrowly construe the basis for classifying regis

trants as conscientious objectors. Therefore it was their feeling
- - '

that the term "religious training" should not include essentially

political, sociological, or philosophical views, or merely personal

codes.

, a-j
It is clear enough why General Clark and the members

‘.i
of the Committees wanted to make this change. As remembered, 

in 1965, in the famous Seeger case, the Supreme Court interpreted
z

the religious requirement broadly enough to include nontheistic 

beliefs. Seeger himself said he believed "the cosmic order does, 

perhaps, suggest a creature intelligence. " He also said, however,

that he felt that an ethical belief in intellectual and moral integrity

even "without belief in God except in the remotest sense" should be

respected as true conscientious objection.

The Clark Panel found that the number of persons claiming

the status of conscientious objector had more than doubled between

1954 and 1967. Further, there was a backlog of cases being processed 

by the Justice Department. To Clark's way of thinking, something

had to be done. He set the record straight when during the Senate
' ■ ■ ■ • • ■: •

hearings on April 12, 1967, he said:
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But now you have got a breed of cat running around, not 
the regular religious groups that we have recognized for so 
many years as being sincere, but a lot of people who just don't 
want to fight, who don't want to go to war. They are the 
kind who are anti-Vietnam all the time, who are using this '

® and being taught to use the escape route as conscientious gg
objectors ... I personally don't go along with this business.

He also complained that the Seeger decision places the determination

that a man is a conscientious objector on the man himself. One might

ask who else has a better right to decide about his own conscience.

So the offending language was removed and the language

, remaining stressed "religious training and belief". The legislative

history going back to 1917, however, shows that under that draft act

only those who belonged to religious groups, whose existing creed

or principles forbade its members to participate in war in any form,

achieved conscientious objector status. As noted in Part One, in

the 1940 act this stipulation was changed to grant conscientious

objector status to those outside the recognized peace churches,

provided that their objection was a result of."religious training and

belief". In 1948 the Supreme Being requirement was added to

tighten up the clause and restrict the number of men who could

qualify as conscientious objectors. So, ironically enough, by removing

the Supreme Being clause in an attempt to offset the Seeger decision,

99
the Congress probably liberalized the section.

£ The new law also eliminates the requirement for hearing

by the Department of Justice when there is an appeal from a local-

board decision that denied conscientious objection status. The
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registrant who appeals now must accept the decision of the appeal board, 

made on the basis of a record containing the local board's interpreta-

Q tion of the reasons for denial of the claim and its description of

the registrant's personal appearance; the registrant may submit 

documents of his own, but no investigatory agency serves as a third 

party to the disagreement between him and his board. The alternative

to accepting the appeal board's action as final is to refuse the oath 

of induction. If the registrant chooses that route, his risks are high.

The Congress also provided in 1967 that the Justice Department

should prosecute all such cases as expeditiously as possible; if it

does not do so in some case, it is required to report the reasons

therefore to the Congress; and it provided further that all such

cases be automatically advanced to the top of the calendar in any

trial or appellate court in which they might rise. If the court, which

is statutorily permitted to decide in behalf of the registrant only if

it finds "no basis in fact" for the local board's classification, should

convict the registrant, the penalty for having been wrong is five years 

in prison and/or a $10, 000 fine. It should be noted the weight of 

power placed behind the discretionary action of the local boards is

substantial, particularly in view of the fact that the local boards

have little factual base for their decisions. Under these circum-

stances, perhaps some of the antipathies felt by registrants toward

their local boards becomes more understandable.

* The 1967 Selective Service law is certainly more old
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than new. When it does differ from the preceding law, the difference 

is often minor and unimportant. Local boards still function in the 

same manner, undergraduate deferments are granted more freely 

than ever, oldest men are still being taken first, and General Hershey 

is still the Director. In short, the inequities of the draft remain, as

of September, 1969.

United States vs. Sisson Jr.

The fourth and final area of analysis concerning con-

scientious objectors in the sixties is the United States vs. Sisson

Jr. (1969). In this ruling, by a Federal Circuit Court, the door for

more conscientious objectors may have been opened once again.

United States Judge Charles E. Wyzanski, Jr. , made the ruling in

Boston on April 1, 1969.

The judge held unconstitutional the section of the 1967

draft law which permits exemptions from service only if a man

is opposed to war "by reason of religious training and belief. "

Wyzanski said that the requirement of religious motives:

unconstitutionally discriminated against atheists, 
agnostics and men . . . who, whether they be religious 
or not, are motivated in their objection to the draft by 
profound moral beliefs which constitute the central 
conviction of the beings .... Sisson's table of ultimate 
values is moral and ethical. It reflects quite as real, 
pervasive, durable, and commendable a marshaling 
of priorities as a formal religion. It is just as much a 
residue of culture, early training and beliefs shared by 
companions and family .... Often it is harder to
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detect a fraudulent adherent to a religious creed than to 
recognize a sincere moral protestant. We can all discern 
Thoreau's integrity more quickly than we might detect 
some churchman's hypocracy .... A sincere con
scientious objector . . . cannot constitutionally be subjected 
to military orders . . . which may require him to kill 
in the Vietnam conflict.

Wyzanski also ruled, the law's religious requirement

violates the First Amendment to the Constitution, which says: 

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,

or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. "

The Judge noted that some people fear that recognition 

of individual conscience will make it too easy to escape the draft by

pretending to moral scruples that are not real. But he warned:

When the state through its laws seeks to override 
reasonable moral commitments it makes a dangerously 
uncharacteristic choice. The law grows from the de
posits of morality. Law and morality are in turn, debtors 
and creditors of each other. The law cannot be adequately 
enforced by the police and the military. The true secret 
of legal might lies in the habits of conscientious men 
disciplining themselves to obey the law they respect 
without the necessity of judicial and administrative 
orders. When the law treats a reasonable conscientious 
act as a crime it subverts its own power. It invites
civil disobedience. It impairs the very habits which 

in?nourish and preserve the law.

By his ruling, Judge Wyzanski stayed the sentence of

John H. Sisson, Jr. , 22, a Harvard graduate who was convicted of

defying an induction order. Wyzanski neither acquitted nor convicted

Sisson, but rather gave him an "arrest of judgment", which merely

postpones final judgment to a higher court, in this case the Supreme

Court of the United States.
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It should be recalled that the Supreme Court in 1965 

ruled in the Seeger case that a person did not have to believe in a

H "Supreme Being" to qualify as a conscientious objector if he were

motivated by any sincere meaningful belief. Also to be recalled

is the fact that in 1967 in an effort to overcome the ruling of the

Seeger case, Congress eliminated reference to a Supreme Being in

the draft law. Instead it substituted the phrase "religious training

and belief. "

Now Judge Wyzanski, in effect, would eliminate any

religious requirement whatever for conscientious objection to

military service.
«

There is wide speculation as to how many young men

might profess conscientious objections if not required to show

religious basis for those objections. To be sure, this court 

ruling comes at a time when more and more young men are chal

lenging the military draft.

In the last six months of 1968, there were 1,492 cases

filed in federal courts by United States attorneys alleging violation

of the Selective Service Act. That was an increase of 100 percent

over the 742 such cases filed in the last half of 1967, and almost six

times the comparable figure of 252 for the last half of 1966.

The number of convictions on draft charges also is

increasing year by year --up from 242 convictions in the fiscal 

year ending June 30, 1965, to 784 in the year ending June 30, 1968.
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The most recent figure I could find concerning evaders estimates 

104that 10, 000 men have fled the United States since 1965. I personally

would put the figure around 15,000 to 20,.000.

This concludes part two of this thesis, "Culmination in

the Sixties???" Obviously the sixties have not provided the cul

mination of conscientious objection. Many pressing issues still

remain. What should be done? Let me attempt to answer this
IL

question.

■
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I turn to a statement made in the intro

duction of this paper: "as much as the nation's laws have changed,

the individual's plea not to be constrained to war against his conscience

has remained constant. " To be sure the bulk of my research tes

tifies to this fact. Does this mean that there will always be con

scientious objectors? I would answer: yes.. Does this then mean

that our legal system must continue, as it has done for over 200 years,

to search for a satisfactory conscientious objection law? I would

answer: no.

Let me explain this negative response by once again

referring to my introduction, where it was explained that laws more

often than not are shaped by the impact of conflicting forces of a

given period. A law is then the compromising of conflicting forces

in order to benefit the society that produces it. It should be kept

in mind that the making of laws is not a science but rather an art.

Obviously laws are not universally accepted by all; their very nature

is that of a balancer. Probably the most important thing to realize
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concerning law is that the conflicting forces in themselves have to

be of a nature that will lend to compromise.

Our Founding Fathers were aware of this when Thomas

Jefferson wrote: "all men are created equal and are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights. " Life, liberty, and the pursuit

of happiness are not laws, they are not within the realm of compromise, 

rather they are absolute forces that we call rights. James Madison

also realized the uncompromising nature of certain forces when he

wrote the First Amendment of the Constitution: "Congress shall 
• ’ c*

make no law respecting an establishment of religion . . . . "

One of the most fundamental of these uncompromising

forces is the Freedom of Belief. Freedom of Belief concerns the

right of the individual to form and hold ideas and opinions which may 

or may not be communicated to others. The right involves the pro

tection of such beliefs against government coercion, either by 

compelling expression of a belief or by imposing a penalty for holding

one. More specifically it includes such matters as the requirement

of a test oath that includes a statement of belief, legislative inquiry

into matters of belief, compelling disclosure of political ideas or

opinions, and the use of criminal penalties or other official sanctions 

to punish those who hold certain beliefs or to deprive them of benefits

• or privileges otherwise available.

Justice Jackson affirmed this Freedom of Belief when he

said: "If there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it
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circumstances which permit an exception, they

,106 
to us. ”

The point I am trying to make here, 
. - -w •

involved in a highly metaphysical proof, is that

is that no official, high or petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox

in politics, nationalism, religion or other matters of opinion or force

£ citizens to confess by word or act their faith therein. If there are any

do not now occur

without getting

conscience and belief

are very closely related and cannot be divorced from each other.

Conscience then is an absolute and an uncompromising force. It

cannot be subject to law. The process of conscience by its very

essence is an absolute force in that it can have no limits. An

individual can neither tell where it may lead nor anticipate its end.

"I
Moreover, it is an individual process. Every man is influenced

i

by his fellows, dead and living, but his mind is his own and its

function is necessarily an individual affair. From this it follows

that every man in the development of his own personality has the

right to form his own beliefs and opinions. It is this basic distinction

of the nature of conscience that the government has failed to recognize.

Conscience must be held as a right.

It is my contention that Congress should make no law-

concerning the conscientious objector. I feel that,the individual

should be free to decide in his conscience whether he will bear arms

or not. If he, in sincere conscience for any reason, political,

economic or religious, cannot bear arms, his decision should be

respected.
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How can one decide who is sincere and who is insincere ?

Judge Wyzanski states: "The suggestion that courts cannot tell the

sincere from the insincere conscientious objector underestimates 

107
what the judicial process performs every day. " Carl Cohens,

professor at the University of Michigan, states in the New York Times:

the objector can be scrutinized effectively and 
- carefully tested by an -vjperienced board of examiners ....

.. The social pressure inevitably applied against every
conscientious objector would also effectively keep the 
devious and the cowardly from even seeking that avenue 
of escape from military service.

What effect on national security would this liberation of. t .■ r ■.

conscience have? Many would have us believe that the effect would

be disastrous; they reason that so many young men would oppose

military conscription that the United States would fall instantaneously.
"I

In light of the facts of the past, the relatively small number of legal 

and illegal conscientious objectors, and the relatively small number

of conscientious objectors today, I cannot agree with this pessi

mistic view. During World War II, England permitted freedom

of conscience on very liberal grounds as Israel does today; neither

country has experienced extermination or a serious shortage of

109man power.

On the contrary, the maintenance of a system of free

conscience is necessary:

(1) as a method of assuring individual self-fulfillment;

(2) as a means of securing participation by the members of the

society;
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(3) as a means of attaining truth;

(4) as a means of maintaining a balance between stability and change

• , • 110in the society.

In my final remarks, I will admit that if liberty of

conscience was truthfully achieved, the United States might dissolve; 

anything is possible. But it must be understood that the State is not

an end in itself, the State exists to benefit the people. If at any

point in history the State is engaged in a war and the people of the

country in conscience refuse to bear arms, the state, as the

people's servant, must renege.
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